Pattern analysis techniques to process fermentation curves: application to discrimination of enological alcoholic fermentations.
In fermentation processes, kinetic curves are generally aimed at control purposes. However, these curves could also contain information about inherent features of the product (such as origin, quality, etc.). This article presents several pattern analysis techniques used to classify fermentation curves. An application to alcoholic fermentation is presented as an illustration: it aims at retrieving the origin of a must from its fermentation curve. The fermentation kinetics of five vineyard musts, harvested over 9 years on the same parcels, were recorded. From these curves two sets of variables were generated: The first (p(1)) gathers all the kinetic curve points. The second (p(2)) contains a restrained number of variables, generated by the expert knowledge of the enologist. The set p(2) was processed by two very different techniques: a linear one (factorial discriminant analysis) and a nonlinear one (artificial neural networks). The set p(1) was processed by a new chemometric technique, the discriminant partial least-squares regression. For all the sets and the techniques used the selection of variables was studied. The interest in the latter is largely demonstrated both by theoretical and practical discussions. The discrimination results (up to 94% of good predictions) enhance the interest of the on-line measurements and their use in such pattern analysis tools.